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Abstract Concept maps are used in teaching and learning as representations of
students’ understanding of conceptual knowledge. Concept maps are basically net-
works of interlinked web of concepts. A long-standing problem in educational re-
search is identifying the key concepts of importance in such networks. Here we use
network analysis to examine students’ representations of the relatedness of physics
concepts in the form of concept maps, and suggest how key concepts and their epis-
temic support can be identified. The concept maps are analysed as directed and
weighted networks, where nodes are concepts and links represent different types of
connections between concepts. The notion of key concept is operationalised through
the communicability, separately for out-going and in-coming weighted links. Using
a collated concept network based on a sample of 12 original concept maps con-
structed by university students we show that the communicability is a simple and
reliable way to identify the key concepts and examine their epistemic justification
within the network.
1 Introduction
Concept maps are widely used as representations of knowledge in the teaching
and learning sciences [13, 8, 9, 15]. Concept maps are representations of students’
views of conceptual relationships, some of the connections conceptually close and
some distant. Most often concepts maps are used in contexts of expressing so-called
declarative knowledge, when students’ conceptual knowledge can be written down
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or expressed by writing in symbolical form. Consequently, concept maps are of-
ten used as tools of assessment and evaluation in learning, because they are as-
sumed to reflect the students’ conceptual understanding [17, 12, 14]. For the assess-
ment and evaluation of concept maps there are many well-established techniques
[17, 12, 14, 18]. However, these techniques (when they are quantitative) are still too
limited in their scope, or (when qualitative), they are too ambiguous. The quantita-
tive methods of concept maps analysis have traditionally approached the question
of the quality of the maps by counting the hierarchical levels produced by the node-
link-node connections and the number of cross-links within a given hierarchical
level. These kinds of analysis methods pay attention to how concepts are intercon-
nected locally [17, 12, 14, 18] but often fall short in not taking into account the
global structure of the interlinked connections [10, 11]. Moreover, the link-counting
method is biased to yield always better results for maps with greater density of links
per node, in which case the global properties of concept maps remain subordinated
to the density of links.
We approach the analysis of concept maps from the viewpoint of the cartography
of knowledge [2, 3, 4] by using the network approach in characterizing the con-
cept maps to identify their key concepts. The network-based approaches pay due
attention to the global features of interlinked knowledge structures, thus providing
promising means of augmenting traditional approaches that have been used in the
analysis of students’ knowledge structures and their organization [10, 11]. Here we
assume that the key elements of the students declarative knowledge are those ele-
ments which have an important local and global role in the concept networks. The
role of local importance is like its role in traditional quantitative analysis in that it
quantifies node’s connections to neighboring elements. The global role derives from
global connectivity; how the element is connected through contiguous connections
to other elements in the network. Network theory provides several operationaliza-
tions of such properties of which the communicability, which is based weighted
counting of walks between nodes [6, 7, 5, 1]. Such communicability between the
nodes is a promising approach to investigate the global connectedness within the
concept network. The communicability is also very closely related to how different
elements in the network provide support and justification for individual elements
within it [11].
We examine here 12 students’ concept maps based on the linking of elements
of conceptual knowledge of electricity and magnetism, where simple rules to con-
nect the diverse types of elements are used to construct the map [11, 16]. However,
instead of analysing each map individually we analyse the collated map where all
acceptable elements (121 altogether) and their connections (787 altogether) found
in the 12 original maps are aggregated. We do not discuss here the content or content
analysis of networks, which is presented in detail elsewhere [10, 15, 16]. Instead,
we focus on assessing the local and global roles of the nodes in a network. We
ask, if the role of nodes in concept network are the determined only by the local
features, which justifies the traditional local link-counting methods of concept map
evaluation, or whether global features are so essential that local analysis methods
are bound to fail. In the latter case students’ conceptual landscapes are truly com-
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plex and their proper analysis and cartography requires novel approaches sensitive
to global features and their complexities.
2 Empirical sample: Concept maps
The concept networks to be studied here are based on concept maps drawn by pre-
service teachers. Our sample of 12 concept maps comes from a 7-week teacher
preparation course, where topics in electricity and magnetism were discussed on
the level of a first year introductory university course and also from the viewpoint
of teachers’ subject matter knowledge needed for purposes of designing teaching
approaches for upper secondary school [10, 15]. The task was to represent how
important concepts, principles and laws, and the essential experiments and models
supporting their introduction, could be represented in a logical and coherent way.
The students represented their views on the possible ways of introducing the new
concepts in the form of a concept map and in a written report explaining the con-
tent of the map. The process of constructing a concept map consists of a few basic
steps, based on a special type of selection of the concepts and links connecting the
concepts. The nodes in the map can be: 1) concepts or quantities; 2) laws; 3) models
or 4) experiments. The original links on the maps are simple actions or procedures,
e.g., change in a quantity, setting the value of a quantity, or determining the value
of a quantity [10, 15]. The concept maps thus contain the concepts students think
are of importance. In all the maps there are N = 121 different concepts in total, of
which in average 60 appear in a given single map. The number of different links in
all the maps is 787, with about 100 links in a single map. One example of a concept
map constructed by a student is shown in Figure 1. The concepts, laws, principles
and models that appear most often in the maps are collected and numbered in Table
I. Further details of the content of the maps are not, however, important in what fol-
lows. The concept network which is analysed here is a collated network including
all 121 nodes and 787 links. The collated map provides a window to the totality of
the concepts and their interconnected relations which entered into the discussions
during the course through the exercises and discussions connected to them. It is also
suitable in demonstrating the differences between results based on traditional link
counting in comparison to analysis based on the communicability.
3 Method of analysis
The analysis is based on a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods. First,
qualitative analysis is used in assessing the degree of epistemic justification for the
knowledge expressed in the maps and written reports. Second, quantitative analysis
based on the operationalisation of importance as the communicability is used to
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Fig. 1 An example of a concept map drawn by a student (redrawn for clarity). The map is shown
only to illustrate the overall appearance of the maps. The content of the links is not essential here.
Table 1 The key concepts appearing in the students’ concept maps. The empirical operationalisa-
tion of concept through an experiment is denoted by “emp”. The numbers given in the bold text
are epistemically the best supported concepts.
Concept Concept Concept
2 Electric charge 38 Electric potential 71 Magn. flux dens. (emp)
8 Coulomb’s law 44 Electric field 72 Electric current
14 Displacement current 51 Gauss’ law 83 Magnetic force
15 Electric field lines 57 Magnetic interaction 91 Magnetic field H
27 Superposition of fields 63 Magnetic moment (emp) 100 Induction law
28 Electric field (emp) 66 Magnetic flux dens. 109 Rotational electric field
33 Mechanical work 69 Magnetic flux Φ 113 Ampere-Maxwell law
identify the key concepts and to find out how they are affected by the epistemic
support deriving from their connection to other nodes.
The epistemic validity criteria of knowledge are closely related to the argumen-
tation supporting knowledge, because good justification can be associated with a
chain of arguments, which are rational and supported by evidence. The evaluation
of the epistemic aspects of such argumentation can be based on the following tax-
onomy [15]: 1) Ontology. Ontologically correct entities and terms referring to them
are used; 2) Factual statements. Factual (or declarative) knowledge consists of cor-
rect factual statements, such as laws, principles and other types of relations; 3)
Methodology. The procedural aspects of the experiments and model development
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are described correctly, so that the experiments are feasible ones and the models are
rationally developed; 4) Valid justification. Justification consists of rational and log-
ically correct argumentation so that stated claims proceed in a logically sound order.
These four epistemic criteria are cumulative and thus the scoring S from 1 to 4 gives
the order in which the above epistemic norms should be fulfilled and provides the
simple basis to quantify the epistemic strength as s = S/Smax, with s ∈ [0,1]. The
links are simply taken as they are drawn, no evaluation of their content has been
done because the linking words are not as informative as the content of nodes.
After the interpretative analysis, the strengths s of nodes carry the most important
content related information of interest here for identification of the key concepts.
Epistemically strong nodes have strengths 0.75 < s < 1, while weak nodes have
values 0.0 < s < 0.25. The strength of node i is denoted by si, while w′i j is the
strength of the link from node i to node j. The information concerning epistemic
support (through node strengths) is taken into account in the further analysis by
means of rescaling the strengths of links. The epistemic strength of the initiating
node and the link emerging from it are aggregated to form a new weight
wi j = β si (w′i j)
β (1)
This rescaling is motivated by the notion that directed links w′i j pass supporting
information from node i to node j. The prefactor β and power-law factor allows
enhanced weighting of strong links so that for β  1 only strong links with w′i j ≈ 1
survive while for β  1 all links are weighted equally. The re-weighted network
described through the weighted adjacency matrix W with elements [W]rs = wrs is
then analysed as a weighted directed network.
When the networks are formally described using the weighted adjacency matrix
W, it becomes possible to operationalise the notion of node importance in passing
the epistemic support form one node to another in terms of the communicability of
nodes which pays attention to walks between nodes. The communicability between
nodes can be defined in terms of a weighted sum Gpq of walks between nodes p and











+ ...= [eW ]pq (2)
The communicability of a given node v through out-going (OUT) and in-coming
links (IN) are then defined as the total out-communicability and in-communicability,
respectively, as
GOUT (v) = ∑
p6=v
Gvp , GIN(v) = ∑
p6=v
Gpv (3)
The total communicability has the advantage of being a simple and robust measure
closely related to the passing of information in the network. Moreover, in the limit
β  1 it reduced to simple degree counting of nodes and allows direct compari-
son of results for directed weighted networks with unweighted link-counting based
methods of concept map analysis.
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4 Results
The collated concept network representing all acceptable connections from the 12
student drawn concept maps has 121 nodes and about 787 links. The concepts net-
work with nodes scaled according to the out- and in-communicabilities GOUT (v)
and GIN(v), respectively, of a given node v is shown in Figure 2. The numbering
of the key nodes are explained in Table I. The nodes in the network have well de-
fined content and physical meaning [10, 15, 16]. Here, however, we are not focusing
on the content of the network but rather on its structure and structural analysis that
identifies the key nodes. Note that the modularity of the structure seen in Fig. 2 is
a consequence of the task structures separate for tasks of electricity, magnetism and
electromagnetism, seen as three different cliques in the network.
Communicability OUT β<<1 Communicability IN β<<1
Communicability OUT β>>1 Communicability IN β<<
Fig. 2 Concept maps transformed to weighted directed networks. Nodes shown in proportion to
their out- and in-communicability. In the upper row node weighting is β = 10−2 and in the lower
row β = 102.
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Figure 2 shows that the out-communicability GOUT (v) of node v through out-
going links is essentially different from its in-communicability GIN(v) through in-
coming links. In the region β  1 where all nodes are weighted similarly the in-
and out-communicabilities are directly proportional to in- and out degrees of the
nodes and ranking of different nodes on the basis of the communicability is equal
to the ranking obtained on the basis of in- and out-going degrees. When all the
links are equally justified the network is equivalent to a network with maximally
justified links, thus corresponding to experts’ knowledge with its key concepts. For
equally justified links, the traditional analysis methods would give rankings in com-
plete agreement with the communicability and there is no need for more advanced
analysis methods. When nodes are weighted according to their epistemic strengths,
and links are rescaled accordingly as given by Eq. (1), the situation is substantially
changed. Now the weighting allows us to study the epistemic strength of the con-
ceptual knowledge as it is represented by the concept network. The lower panel of
Fig. 2 shows the networks with weighting β = 102 in which case only the most
strongly weighted links survive and contribute to the communicability. It is now
seen how only a fraction of nodes have a high communicability. In case of the
out-communicability these nodes are in the cluster mediating (magnetism concepts)
between the cluster of source nodes (electricity concepts) and target nodes (elec-
tromagnetism nodes), as expected. In the source cluster only a few concepts retain
their role as key concepts, while in the target clusters the role of certain concepts
as key concepts is enhanced. In the mediating cluster the changes are not so dra-
matic and many key concepts retain their roles as key concepts. Interestingly, in a
different kind of analysis it is also seen that the concepts of magnetism have for
students a crucial mediating role in how they organize their knowledge of electricity
and magnetism [10]. The resulting set of strong nodes for β  1 represents that
knowledge the student group can be assumed to justify properly and bring in their
discussions in a properly justified manner; these key nodes thus provide important
information of the quality of knowledge within the group and how it may enter in
group discussions.
The set of key concepts and how it changes with increased weighting of epis-
temic strength is shown in more detail in Fig. 3 where the key concept fingerprint
[11] of the network is shown. In the fingerprint the key concepts which have a high
communicability are shown as black stripes, while the lesser the communicability
the lighter the colour of the stripe. In the fingerprints it is shown that with increasing
weighting of the epistemically strongly supported links the number of key concepts
diminishes and only about 16 remain epistemically strongly supported. These six-
teen nodes are: 2, 14, 27, 28, 33, 38, 44, (for electricity, names of the concepts as in
Table I) and 57, 63, 66, 71, 83, 91 (for magnetism) and 100, 109 and 113 (for elec-
tromagnetism). These are the concepts students are able to justify robustly, possibly
able to use, and whose significance they emphasise in the totality of the concepts
of electricity. Luckily, all these concepts are also central from the point of view of
content or the subject knowledge, which is not always the case for how students
emphasise different concepts in their representations of knowledge [10].
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Fig. 3 Fingerprint of the key concepts in the collated concept network. The key concepts having
a high communicability are show in black. The weighting of links with β = 10p changes from
p = −2 to p = 2 as shown on the scale on right. The communicability through outgoing links
(OUT) is shown in the upper panel and through incoming links (IN) in the lower panel. Note how
differently weighted networks have different sets of key nodes. The key nodes surviving the high
























































































Fig. 4 The radar-map representation of 16 the most important key concepts in the collated concept
network. In the left column, the weighting of links is β = 10−2 and compared with the degree of
nodes (the largest outmost polygons). In the middle, β = 10−1 (the outmost polygon) and 100 are
compared, and in the right, β = 101 (the outmost polygon) and 102 are compared. The out- and
in-communicability through outgoing is shown in the upper row and through incoming links in the
lower row.
Another way to represent the 16 key concepts and how their importance changes
with weighting is to use a so-called radar-map (or spider-web map), where each
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concept is shown as a corner of a polygon. Such a radar map is shown in Fig. 4. In
the left panel is shown the key concepts for β  1 in which case all the links are
treated as being equally weighted and the relative strength of the communicability
is similar to the case when all links would receive weight 1. In this case, as Fig. 4
shows, the (relative) in- and out-communicability are equal to (relative) in- and out-
degrees, in which case also the importance rankings are similar. This case, in fact,
also corresponds to the case of expert’s knowledge when all the links are maximally
well epistemically justified. When the weighting increase, the radar maps clearly
show how certain concepts lose their role as key concepts and only a smaller sub-
set survives. The last column shows the key concepts for β = 102 in which case
the situation remains the same with increasing β . In the case of weighted links, i.e.
when epistemic justification is of importance, methods based on link counting are
no more appropriate and would lead to unwarranted conclusions about which nodes
are important. The method suitable for analysis of directed weighted networks can
be based on weighted path counting and the importance of a node can then be quite
naturally operationalized as the communicability of the node.
5 Discussion and conclusions
We have here analysed a concept network which agglomerates students concep-
tions of the key elements in electricity and magnetism. The network can be taken
as representation of students shared conceptual landscape of these topics and in-
cluding the key elements and their relationships on which the students focused their
attention. The purpose of the study is to show how the communicability of nodes
can be used in analysis of such a network and in revealing how different elements
of the network are supported through their weighted connection to other nodes in
the network. The methods to analyse such networks introduced here augment the
traditional methods, which focus either on local properties through counting links
[17, 12, 14]. It is shown how such methods can be augmented while at the same
time retaining the direct connection to them by developing methods informed by
complex network based methods of analysis. Such methods provide a selection of
tools and approaches where desired properties of interest can be operationalized and
made measurable in the networks [11].
The concept network analysed here represents the students understanding of
physics concepts and their interrelationships and consists of 121 nodes and 787
links. When epistemic weighting of the links is taken into account the network can-
not be analysed locally through its nodes’ degree distribution only. Instead, global
connectivity is fundamentally a governing property. Many nodes, irrespective of
their degree play a significant role in connecting different regions of the network and
thus hold important transmitting roles in the network. Some other nodes, however,
are more significant in this role than expected on basis of their degree, while some
other nodes are substantially less significant as expected on basis of their degree. In
particular, the difference between out-going and in-coming links has an important
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role in how epistemic support is transmitted from one node to another. The nodes
that have a key role in transmitting the information can be found by focusing atten-
tion on those nodes that have a high communicability either through out-going or
in-coming links. These nodes are the key concepts in the network. Such nodes in-
clude some certainly central concept like electric charge, electric field and magnetic
field and mechanical work and the superposition of fields. The traditional analysis
methods, however, would have missed many of these concepts and paid attention
also on concepts marginally central from the point of view of content.
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